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Note: 1' Attempt ail Sections. If require any missing data; then choose

SECTION A
1. Attempt all questions in brief.

a) Given vector A' 5a*-2fly*4" Find the expression cf a unit vector asVector A.

b) Explain Faraday's Law.

c) Define electric dipole moment.

dJ What are dielectrics? Briefly explain its types.e) s.tate 
.anf -explain 

coulomb's irr"rrc siluare law in electrostatics. what is the direction ofelectrical force between two point charges?

0 what are the types of magnet? state the properties of magnetic flux lines. Use suitable diagramsif required.

S) What is loss Tangent? Define loss angle.

h) What is Displacement current?

t) Write the expressions for energy stored in a magnetic field?
j) Write the expression for transformer's EMF.

Tqtnl fufarkst 1fr0

suirably.
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such that as is parallel to

10x3:3{}
end 2 in figure
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SECTIONB

Attempt any three of the following:
a) use spherical coordinate to find the area of part of the sphere marked rgiven below. Dimensions are marked in diag;m.

b) Explain and derive the electrostatic boundary conditions for concluctor-free space
interface.

c) State and explain Biot-savart's law. Derive a relation for the force between two
conductors carrying currents h andLz.
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d) A uriform plane wave propagating in a rneditrm has E : 2cw sin (108t - Fz) ay

Vim. If the medium is characterizedby tr = 1, lt, :2A, and o = 3 S/m, find cL /,
and H.

e) Write and explain Maxwell's equations in integral and differential form.

SECTIOF{ C

Atternpt any tws parts of the follCIwimg:

State and prove Stoke's theorsrn.

Explain Gradient, Divergence and Curl. With expression in Different Coordinate

system.

State & prove Divergence Theorem.

Attempt arny one part of the following: 10 x I = 1,0

(a) Derive an expression for the electric field due to an infinite sheet carrying

uniform charge of charge densityps on x.y plane.
(b) (i) An electric Field at a point P expressed in cylindrical Coordinate system

is Given by E : 6lsinq a. + 2fcosrp ae Find the value of divergence of
the field if the location of point P is given by (5,5,5) in Cartesian

Coordinate
(ii) Express B:10/r ar + r coso ae * aS into cylindrical co-ordinates at (5, nlZ,

--2)

5. Attempt any one part of the following: l0xI=10
(a) state Ampere's circuital taw. using Arnpere's circuital law, find the

magnetic field intensity produced by an infinitely long fiiament carrying a

current.
(b) Derive a relation to determine the energy present in an assembly of charges,

hence derive electrostatic energy density in joules per cubic meter.

Attempt eny one part of the following: L0x1:10

a) Derive the expression for a and B in a conducting medium- Explain the

tenns skin effect and depth of penetration.

b) n "ii""f* 
loop located on x2 i ,/ :9, z = 0 carries a direct current of 10

A along a6. Determine H at (0, 0,4) and (0,0, -4)'

Attempt frny onepart of the following: 10 x 1 = 10

(a) What is Poynting vector? Give the statement of Popting.theorem and Drive the

formula Aoi inteirat forrr of Poynting theorem and explain the physical

interpretation of each term.

(b) Consider the reflection phenomena of a plane wave travelling through a medium

of permittivity 6 r and permeability /r 1 is incident normally to the surface of a

prefect dielechic m"aium with permittivlty t and,permeability lt z'Derive the

ixpression for the reflection and transmission coeflicients for the electric and

magnetic fields.
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